Not All Flavor Expertise Is Equal: The Language of Wine and Coffee Experts
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Abstract

People in Western cultures are poor at naming smells and flavors. However, for wine and coffee experts, describing smells and flavors is part of their daily routine. So are experts better than lay people at conveying smells and flavors in language? If smells and flavors are more easily linguistically expressed by experts, or more “codable”, then experts should be better than novices at describing smells and flavors. If experts are indeed better, we can also ask how general this advantage is: do experts show higher codability only for smells and flavors they are expert in (i.e., wine experts for wine and coffee experts for coffee) or is their linguistic dexterity more general? To address these questions, wine experts, coffee experts, and novices were asked to describe the smell and flavor of wines, coffees, everyday odors, and basic tastes. The resulting descriptions were compared on a number of measures. We found expertise endows a modest advantage in smell and flavor naming. Wine experts showed more consistency in how they described wine smells and flavors than coffee experts, and novices; but coffee experts were not more consistent for coffee descriptions. Neither expert group was any more accurate at identifying everyday smells or tastes. Interestingly, both wine and coffee experts tended to use more source-based terms (e.g., vanilla) in descriptions of their own area of expertise whereas novices tended to use more evaluative terms (e.g., nice). However, the overall linguistic strategies for both groups were en par. To conclude, experts only have a limited, domain-specific advantage when communicating about smells and flavors. The ability to communicate about smells and flavors is a matter not only of perceptual training, but specific linguistic training too.

Introduction

Wine, coffee, cheese, and chocolate would all taste bland without the sense of smell. Even though smells are omnipresent in our daily lives, people struggle with odor and flavor naming (i.e., the multisensory experience in the mouth including gustatory, olfactory, and somatosensory sensations [1,2]). If asked to name everyday odors, like peanut butter, cinnamon or strawberry, most people can only name half of them correctly [3–6].
At the same time, there is a lucrative industry around language and flavor. Influential wine experts have considerable impact on the price and sales of a wine just through their reviews [7]. This is an interesting state of affairs, as some wine authors themselves acknowledge the limits of language when describing smells and flavors [8–10].

English, like other Western languages, appears to have a restricted vocabulary for smells and tastes [11,12]. A simple comparison of the brute number of terms for the senses leaves smell and taste at the bottom of the hierarchy [13,14]. When English speakers do try to name smells and flavors they overwhelmingly rely on source-descriptions (e.g., it smells like a banana; it tastes like chicken) or metaphors (e.g., it smells green; it tastes wicked). Furthermore, English speakers show low accuracy, consistency and agreement in how they describe smells and flavors (e.g. [15–19]).

Recently the universality of these findings has been questioned [20,21]. For example, Jahai [21,22] and Maniq [23], two Aslian languages spoken in the Malay Peninsula by hunting-gathering communities, have dedicated vocabulary for smells. The smell of different perfumes, flowers, durian and bearcat (Arctitis binturong) is described by the Jahai as ltpɨt, whereas Maniq might describe the smell of some food (e.g., tubers), bearcat, clean clothes, and some trees with lspəs [22,23]. Majid and Burenhult [21] also found Jahai speakers name odors as easily as colors, unlike English speakers who struggled to name the same odors. This raises the possibility that the difficulty people have in naming smells and flavors could be a WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, Democratic [24]) affair.

Odors play an important role in Jahai daily life. This is reflected not only in language, but in various aspects of Jahai culture, such as religion and medicine [22]. According to the Jahai, some types of illness are cured by healing magic involving fragrant smells from plants and burnt resins, for example. Similarly, personal names are often drawn from the names of fragrant plants and flowers. For the Jahai, a cultural preoccupation with odors, therefore, aligns with their dexterity in talking about smells.

In the West, naming odors and flavors is also important for some people. Like perfumers, wine experts have years of training and experience in appreciating and describing odors, as well as flavors [25]. This is illustrated by “tastings”, during which experts describe and discuss wines, and compare notes. So wine experts can be considered to be part of a distinct sub-culture with its own communicative practices and rituals around smells and flavors (cf. [26]). Considering the significance of flavor in their occupation, then, are wine experts, or other flavor experts, better at describing smells and flavors than novices? And, if so, what linguistic strategies do they use? The previous literature shows no general agreement on these matters, as described below.

The language of wine experts

Wine is a complex entity, with as many as 800 different aromatic volatiles that together create a high dimensional flavor experience [27]. How do wine experts and novices convey their personal wine experience to each other given this complexity?

Cain [3] has suggested wine experts appreciate flavors in a different way than novices. A casual perusal of wine reviews certainly adds to this impression. Consider this tasting note:

*The 2001 Batard-Montrachet offers a thick, dense aromatic profile of toasted white and yellow fruits. This rich, corpulent offering reveals lush layers of chewy buttered popcorn flavors. Medium-bodied and extroverted, this is a street-walker of a wine, making up for its lack of class and refinement with its well-rounded, sexually-charged assets. Projected maturity: now-2009. ([28] p. 57)*
As Suarez-Toste [28] notes, this description contains many figurative and metaphorical constructions. Metaphors are ubiquitous in experts’ wine descriptions [28–31]: wines are described as having a body (e.g., ‘this rich, corpulent offering’ [28]) and persona (e.g., ‘making up for its lack of class and refinement’ [28]). Wines are also described as if they were animate, and capable of motion (e.g., ‘This wine bursts from the glass with violets’ [32]).

So, it seems as if wine experts are vague and literary in their descriptions. However, other studies suggest experts use more concrete words (e.g., blackberries instead of fruity; [33–36]), and provide more precise labels (e.g., gooseberry instead of fruit [37]). It has also been suggested experts use more wine-domain specific terminology (e.g., metallic, mineral, unripe [38,39]), more technical terms (e.g., aldehyde), and make less reference to hedonic value (e.g., unpleasant [40]). Thus, there is contradictory evidence about the types of strategies experts use to convey their experiences.

Turning to whether experts have more communicative success than novices, the jury is also out. On the one hand, there are studies suggesting wine experts might have an advantage over novices in how they communicate about wines. Wine experts appear to agree with each other more about how to name wine-related odors than novices or intermediate wine students [37,41–43]. Some studies have also found expert descriptions are more often matched to the correct wine than descriptions composed by novices [34,35,44]. This fits with the idea proposed by Smith [45] that experts agree more on the smell and flavor of wine, given their shared experiences.

On the other hand, other studies suggest experts are not better at describing flavors than novices. For example, Lawless [34] compared expert wine descriptions to those of novices, and found expert descriptions were highly idiosyncratic, with most terms used only once by one participant. This suggests there is little systematicity between experts. In another study, experts showed similar levels of agreement as novices in their descriptions of wine-related odors [46]. However these studies can be interpreted in a different way. Lawless [34] did not directly compare the two groups on consistency, so we cannot be sure whether experts and novices were similar or different on this measure. Similarly, a closer look at the data in Parr et al. [46] shows experts had numerically higher identification and consistency rates than novices, leaving open the possibility the study was underpowered (as suggested by the authors also, on p. 752). Overall, the few studies conducted to date contradict each other, and leave open the question of whether experts are better at naming odors and flavors.

How general is expertise?

If wine experts are indeed better at naming odors and flavors, this leads to the question of how well odor naming in one domain generalizes to another. That is, if there is an odor naming advantage for wine experts, does it hold for odors outside of their domain of expertise? Zucco and colleagues [37] found wine experts were better at naming odors than intermediate wine students, but this advantage was restricted to wine-related odors only, and did not extend to household odors. A more recent study [40] compared the language different experts (flavorists and perfumers) used to describe common odors. Flavorists and perfumers used different words than novices, but they found no difference between expert groups, which could indicate flavor experts possess a general ability to express smells and flavors in language.

Sezille et al. [40] are unusual in comparing flavorists and perfumers. Most previous studies focus exclusively on wine experts, and compare them to novices (for a recent review, see [47]). In fact, there are many expert domains which would make for an interesting comparison to wine. Take coffee, for example. Just like wine, coffee contains more than 800 volatile aroma components (cf. [48,49]). There is an extensive literature regarding the growth, harvest,
processing, production, and marketing of both wines and coffees. In addition, experts in both domains typically undergo extensive training: it takes many years of experience to become an expert in either specialty.

Nevertheless, coffee and wine expertise also differs in some interesting respects. Whereas wines are usually elaborately described in tasting notes, menus, and on placards in stores, the descriptions of coffees tend to be less frequently encountered. This can be quantified further in a number of ways. For example, there are at least 10 different subscription magazines to be found about wine on Amazon.com, but not a single one for coffee (retrieved December 1st 2015). A simple Google search on both topics reveals a similar asymmetry: a Dutch query for wine tasting notes (“wijn” AND “proefnotitie”) returned 77,000 web pages containing wine tasting notes, while a similar query for coffee (“koffie” AND “proefnotitie”) returned a mere 10,000 web pages containing coffee tasting notes (retrieved October 16th 2015). The same query in English revealed a similar picture: 501,000 results for wine tasting notes (“wine” AND “tasting note”) versus only 81,000 for coffee tasting notes (“coffee” AND “tasting note”, retrieved December 8th 2015). Likewise, any reasonably priced restaurant will provide a written description of wines on the menu; most supermarkets provide additional information about the wines they sell. But comparably detailed descriptions of coffees are rare. This asymmetry could be attributed to the number of wine vs. coffee experts, but this still could have relevance for sensory language. Studies demonstrate more exposure to more varied input from different people can influence language use (e.g. [50]). For this reason, in this study we compared coffee experts to wine experts on the same flavor and odor naming tasks. If domain-specific linguistic experience matters, then wine and coffee experts should behave differently because there are more (in number) and more varied (number of people producing) descriptions for wines than coffees.

The question we asked is whether smells and flavors are linguistically expressed more easily by wine and coffee experts than by novices. Are they more “codable”? Items that are more codable in language have (1) shorter lengths; (2) dedicated vocabulary for their expression; and (3a) are named more consistently and (3b) correctly (cf. [21,51]). We tested whether experts and novices differ on these measures in how they describe smells and flavors.

If the chemical senses are easier to communicate about for experts who have perceptual expertise and training in smells and flavors, like the wine and coffee experts in this study, then smells and flavors should be more linguistically codable for them than they are for novices. And this should be true regardless of the specific smells and flavors. That is, if wine or coffee expertise is equivalent to the kind of “expertise” the hunting-gathering Jahai have, then experts should be better at describing smells (and flavors) regardless of the source. If, on the other hand, expertise is limited, i.e., experts only have domain-specific expertise, then wine experts should show higher codability for wines; coffee experts for coffee; and neither group should differ from each other, or the novices, on basic odors and tastes. Finally, if the kind of language games around expertise is important (e.g., how often people write and talk about their domain of expertise), we might expect wine experts to show higher codability than coffee experts, because they engage in discussions over their specialty more often and receive more varied input.

**Methods**

**Ethics statement**

Each participant was informed about the purpose and methods of the study, and written consent was obtained before the experiment began. The study was approved by the institutional Ethics Assessment Committee of Radboud University.
Participants
Sixty-three participants (22 women, \(M_{\text{age}} = 43.7\) years, \(SD = 11.7\), age range: 24–70 years) including wine experts, coffee experts, and novices participated in the experiment (see Table 1). Participants were actively recruited by approaching experts in stores, word-of-mouth, via websites and e-mail, and social media. Participants were not paid, but were reimbursed for travel as appropriate.

All participants were native speakers of Dutch, except for one wine expert, who moved from France to the Netherlands at a young age and spoke Dutch at near-native level. They were otherwise relatively homogenous. Wine experts had a vinologist degree and/or worked as a qualified, experienced vinologist or sommelier (cf. [39,46]). Coffee experts worked as qualified baristas, coffee roasters, or coffee brokers. The only criterion for novices was consumption of at least one glass of wine and one cup of coffee per week, to ensure they were familiar with the smell and flavor of both. In fact, the groups differed in wine and coffee consumption. Wine experts consumed significantly more wine than coffee experts or novices, \(\chi^2 (6, N = 65) = 24.0, p = .001\), Cramer’s V = .43, while coffee experts consumed more coffee than wine experts or novices, \(\chi^2 (6, N = 65) = 12.3, p = 0.056\), Cramer’s V = .31.

To validate the expertise levels of the wine and coffee experts, each participant completed three questionnaires: the Wine Knowledge Test [38,39,52], Coffee Knowledge Test (constructed in analogy to the Wine Knowledge Test), and a shortened version of the Odor Awareness Scale [53].

There was a significant difference between groups on the Wine Knowledge Test \(F(2, 60) = 75.24, p < .001, \eta^2 = .71\). Pairwise comparisons showed wine experts had significantly higher scores (\(M = 6.6, SD = 1.0\)) than coffee experts (\(M = 2.5, SD = 1.2\)), \(p < .001, d = 3.71\) (Bonferroni correction is applied to pairwise comparisons throughout as appropriate), and novices (\(M = 3.0, SD = 1.4\)), \(p < .001, d = 2.96\); while coffee experts and novices did not differ from each other \(p = .551\). Similarly, the groups differed on the Coffee Knowledge Test \(F(2, 59) = 36.34, p < .001, \eta^2 = .59\). Coffee experts had significantly more coffee knowledge (\(M = 6.1, SD = 1.7\)) than wine experts (\(M = 2.7, SD = 1.2\)), \(p < .001, d = 2.31\), and novices (\(M = 2.8, SD = 1.5\)), \(p < .001, d = 2.06\); whereas scores of novices and wine experts did not differ, \(p = .694\). Finally, the scores of the Odor Awareness Scale also differed across groups \(F(2, 59) = 9.07, p = .001, \eta^2 = .24\): Novices had significantly lower scores (\(M = 23.9, SD = 9.2\)) than wine experts (\(M = 31.6, SD = 8.3\)), \(p = .001, d = .88\), and coffee experts (\(M = 30.3, SD = 5.7\)), \(p = .030, d = .84\), but both expert groups were equally aware of their sense of smell in daily life, \(p = .460\). This further confirms olfaction is more important for both expert groups than the ordinary person.

Materials
Wines. The five red wines originated from different countries, had different vinification styles, and were chosen for their distinct flavor profiles (in consultation with a vinologist who did not participate in the study; see Table 2). The bottles were opened at least 20 minutes before each testing session, checked for faults (e.g., corkstain), kept at room temperature (20 ± 2°C) in
between sessions, and were kept refrigerated overnight. New bottles were opened every three days. Approximately 50 ml of each wine was poured in numbered, transparent crystal wine glasses with a volume of 400 ml.

**Coffees.** Five types of coffee beans from different countries with single estate origin were chosen for their distinct flavor profiles, in analogy with the selected wines (Table 2). These were selected in consultation with a Specialty Coffee Association Europe (SCAE) certified coffee roaster who did not participate in the study. The coffees were roasted in the same way in one batch. Immediately after roasting, the beans were sealed in dark aluminum coated plastic bags, in small lots of 100 grams. To ensure freshness of the coffee, at most three hours prior to testing 13.5 grams of each coffee was weighed and ground medium-fine. New sealed bags of coffee were opened every three days. The experimenter was trained by an independent SCAE barista to prepare the coffee following the Specialty Coffee Association America (SCAA) guidelines for cupping [54]. The coffees were presented in double-walled transparent cups of 250 ml and covered with numbered porcelain saucers until preparation.

**Comparability of wine and coffee stimuli.** As stated, wines and coffees were chosen to be equally distinct from one another. To verify whether the relative perceptual differences between wines and coffees were comparable, a separate experiment was conducted. Twenty naïve participants (13 women, $M_{\text{age}} = 24$ years, $SD = 4.8$, age range = 18–38) were asked to sort the five wines and five coffees based on how similar they were to one another. Half the participants sorted wines first; half coffee first. Participants indicated similarity by placing the glasses containing the drink on an A2 (42x49 cm) sheet of paper. The closer 2 stimuli were placed next to each other, the more similar the participant deemed them to be. The $x$- and $y$-coordinates of each stimulus were recorded in millimeters and transformed into interstimulus distances for each stimulus pair.

The mean distance for wines ($M = 254$, $SD = 53$) was not significantly different to the mean distance between coffees ($M = 237$, $SD = 55$) across participants ($t(19) = 1.88, p = .074$), indicating wines and coffees were comparably perceptually different to each other. There was also a significant correlation between the relative distances between wines and coffees, $r(18) = .703, p < .001$, so if a participant sorted wines with a small interstimulus distance, they sorted the coffees in a similar way.

To further explore the perceptual space the wines and coffees occupied, two separate Multiple Factor Analyses were performed using the R package FactoMineR [55,56]. For both stimulus types, the data was best fitted with a maximal, four-dimensional solution, with eigenvalues for the four dimensions explaining respectively 42.8%, 23.3%, 18.3%, and 15.6% of the variance for the wines, and 38.8%, 25.6%, 19.6%, and 15.9% of the variance for coffee. This also points to the relative perceptual comparability of the two stimulus sets.

**Odor stimuli.** Participants had to name ten different odors. The odors were presented using Sniffin’ Sticks [57], and were a mixture of edible and inedible objects, covering the pleasantness continuum. The odors were lemon, apple, garlic, rose, chocolate, clove, mushroom, grass, leather, and cinnamon.

### Table 2. Wines and coffees used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wine Name</th>
<th>Country of production</th>
<th>Coffee Name</th>
<th>Country of production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jean Bousquet Malbec</td>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Santa Helena Caturra</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenato Valpolicella Superiére</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Kirimiro Red Bourbon</td>
<td>Burundi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altos R Rioja Tempranillo</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Knots Family Heirloom varietals</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallon des Sources Vacqueyras</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Fazenda Rainha Yellow Bourbon</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castello de Molina Cabernet Sauvignon</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Hacienda Sonora Villa Sarchi</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0155845.t002
Taste stimuli. A total of eight taste solutions, sweet, salty, bitter and sour, in strong and weak concentrations, were prepared. Refined sugar (10 grams, 292mM, sucrose), salt (7.5 grams, 1283mM, sodium chloride), quinine (0.05 grams, 1.54mM, quinine hydrochloride) and citric acid (5 grams, 237mM) were dissolved in 100 ml of filtered, boiled water to make strong solutions. Weak solutions were half the concentration [17,18,58,59].

Procedure
Participants started naming either the wines or coffees first (order counterbalanced). For wines, participants were instructed to first smell and taste each wine, without talking, to familiarize themselves with the stimuli. The participant was then asked: 'Could you smell the first wine and describe the smell as precisely as possible?' (in Dutch: Wilt u de eerste wijn ruiken en de geur zo precies mogelijk beschrijven?). After describing the smell, the participant was asked: 'Could you now taste the wine and describe the flavor as precisely as possible?' (Wilt u nu de wijn proeven en de smaak zo precies mogelijk beschrijven?). They then moved to the next stimulus until complete. The coffee flavor naming task was the same, with a familiarization phase, followed by describing the smells and then the flavors.

After the wine and coffee naming tasks, participants completed the two expertise questionnaires and odor awareness questionnaire, and then participated in the odor and taste naming tasks. For the odor naming task, each odor pen was uncapped by the experimenter and handed to the participant with the instruction: 'Can you describe the smell as precisely as possible?' (Kunt u de geur zo precies mogelijk beschrijven?). For the taste naming task, participants were first warned some of the sprays might taste unpleasant. The participants were instructed: 'Could you now spray the taste on your tongue, and describe what you taste?' (Wilt u nu de smaak op uw tong sprayen, en beschrijven wat u proeft?). Participants were allowed to spray the tastant a second time if they wished. All stimuli were presented in a fixed order within each block, and there was a delay of at least 20 seconds between them (following [60]). In practice, the interstimulus interval was between 30 and 35 seconds. The sessions took place in a well-lit, well-ventilated room. All answers were recorded using an audio-recorder.

Data processing
Audio-recordings were transcribed, and coded separately for the smell and flavor of wine and coffee, the smell of odor stimuli, and taste of basic tastants. To recap, things that are codable in language should be (1) concise; (2) have dedicated terminology; (3a) be described consistently and (3b) correctly. We operationalized each of these measures as follows:

First, the length of the description was measured by counting the number of characters in the fully transcribed response. Short descriptions would indicate higher codability than longer descriptions.

Second, we coded the types of responses participants gave in order to test whether experts differed from novices in the strategies they used to describe smells and flavors. Three categories were identified: (1) Source-based terms, i.e., words referring to objects that could emit that odor or flavor, e.g. kersen 'cherries', fruitig 'fruity'; (2) Evaluative terms, i.e., words describing hedonic evaluation, e.g., lekker 'pleasant', mooi 'nice', gadverdamme 'disgusting', and (3) Non-source-based terms, i.e., words not referring directly to an object. This latter category is included following Majid and Burenhult [21] who identified a third category of abstract or "basic" terms. In Dutch this includes terms such as aromatisch 'fragrant/aromatic' and muf 'musty'. Participants rarely used this strategy; however, they did use other non-source-based descriptions such as cross-modal metaphors (e.g., zoet 'sweet', bitter 'bitter', groen 'green'),
reference to a general state (e.g., *gekookt* ‘cooked’), or associations with events or situations (e.g., *winters* ‘wintery’, *bij de slager* ‘at the butcher’). We could, therefore, test whether experts and novices differed in the extent to which they gave evaluations, referred to a concrete source, or gave more abstract non-source-based descriptions.

Finally, we measured if speakers agreed in how they described smells and flavors. One way to operationalize this is in terms of naming accuracy. This is applicable to basic odors and tastes for which a correct or veridical answer could be said to exist. But this does not apply to the wines and coffees, since descriptions for these refer to components of the smell and flavor profile, and there is no “correct” answer. Therefore for the wines and coffees, we calculated whether participants agreed with one another in their descriptions [21,51]. To do this, the main responses from the fully transcribed descriptions were identified. For example, a speaker gave the description for a wine displayed in Box 1.

From this description the main qualitative descriptors *kersen* ‘cherries’, *amarena kersen* ‘amarena cherries’, *tannines* ‘tannins’, *bitter* ‘bitter’, *mooi* ‘nice’, and *houtlaging* ‘wood aging’ were coded. Modifiers and hedges were ignored unless their exclusion changed the quality description. For example, *licht* ‘light’ in *lichte tannines* ‘light tannins’ was not coded since *light* only indicates the strength of the taste (or confidence of the participant). But *amarena kersen* ‘amarena cherries’ was coded as a whole response including *amarena*, because amarena cherries may have a different quality of smell than generic cherries. Repeated responses (e.g., when a person mentioned *kersen* twice, as in the example above) were only coded once. Once the main responses were identified, the consistency between speakers was calculated using Simpson’s Diversity Index [61], a measure of diversity in a given population, or in this case, diversity of words, following Majid and Burenhult [21]. For the odor stimuli and basic tastants, where “correctness” can be determined, both agreement and accuracy were measured. Accuracy was measured by calculating the percentage of veridical answers.

**Results**

**Are wines and coffees more codable for wine experts and coffee experts?**

**Length.** Items that are highly codable typically receive more concise descriptions. Is this true for how wine and coffee experts describe wines and coffees? To test this, a mixed ANOVA with expertise (wine experts, coffee experts, novices) and naming task (wine smell, wine flavor, coffee smell, coffee flavor) was conducted, separately over participants ($F_1$) and items ($F_2$).

---

**Box 1. Example of a Dutch wine expert’s description for the taste of Wine 4, the Vallon des Sources Vacqueyras from France.**

Em kersen in de mond. Kersen, ja amarena kersen daar gaat het naartoe. Lichte tannines, beetje bitter, maar mooi. Denk dat hij wel wat houtlaging heeft gehad maar niet overheersend.

Em, cherries in the mouth. Cherries, yes, amarena cherries that’s what it’s heading off to. Light tannins, a little bit bitter, but nice. I think he had some wood aging, but it’s not overpowering.
Overall, participants had more to say about the flavors than smells of wines and coffees, $F_1(3, 180) = 22.87, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .28$; $F_2(3, 16) = 34.96, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .87$. In addition, wine experts talked more than novices, who in turn talked more than coffee experts, $F_1(2, 60) = 3.68, p = .031, \eta_p^2 = .11$; $F_2(2, 32) = 75.29, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .83$. There was also an interaction between expertise and naming task, $F_1(6, 180) = 4.50, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .13$; $F_2(6, 32) = 12.75, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .71$. Contrary to the prediction, wine experts said more about the smell of wine ($M = 307, SD = 213$) than coffee experts ($M = 156, SD = 136$), $p = .008, d = .85$, but not more than novices ($M = 232, SD = 203$), $p = .375$. The same pattern was found for the flavor of wine: wine experts ($M = 423, SD = 200$) gave longer descriptions than coffee experts ($M = 223, SD = 129$), $p = .001, d = 1.18$, but their descriptions did not differ from novices ($M = 322, SD = 220$), $p = .139$. Turning to coffee, there were no significant differences in the length of the smell descriptions between coffee experts ($M = 160, SD = 115$), wine experts ($M = 205, SD = 161$) or novices ($M = 215, SD = 185$), all $ps > .05$. The same pattern was found for the flavor descriptions of coffee; again there was no difference between coffee experts ($M = 270, SD = 132$), wine experts ($M = 301, SD = 154$) or novices ($M = 261, SD = 170$), all $ps > .05$. So, wine experts said more about wines than the other groups, but coffee experts said the same amount as wine experts and novices about coffees, and were more succinct in general.

**Strategy.** Did the groups rely equally on evaluative, source-based, and non-source-based terms? The answer is no (see Fig 1). Descriptions for the smell $\chi^2(4, N = 1115) = 21.80, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .10$, and flavor $\chi^2(4, N = 1378) = 37.80, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .12$ of wine depended on expertise. Wine experts used fewer non-source-based terms (e.g., *chemisch* ‘chemical’) for wine smells $z = -3.0, p = .001$, while coffee experts and novices used more non-source-based terms, $z = 1.8, p = .036$, and $z = 2.0, p = .023$, respectively. Wine experts also used more source-based descriptors (e.g., *vanille* ‘vanilla’) for wine flavors $z = 1.8, p = .036$, and fewer non-source-based terms, $z = -2.4, p = .008$. Coffee experts used fewer evaluative terms for wine flavors $z = -2.6, p = .005$, while novices used more $z = 3.4, p < .001$. Novices also used fewer source-based descriptors for wine flavors $z = -2.5, p = .006$ than either the wine or coffee experts. So, overall, wine experts used more source-based descriptions to describe the smells and flavors of wines; coffee experts used fewer evaluative terms for wine flavor; while overall, novices used more evaluative descriptions.

For coffee smells there was no significant difference in description strategy $\chi^2(4, N = 891) = 5.24, p = .263$, Cramer’s $V = .05$, but there was for coffee flavor $\chi^2(4, N = 1097) = 22.61, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .10$. Just like the wine experts with wines, coffee experts gave significantly more source-based descriptors for coffees $z = 2.0, p = .023$. They also appeared to give fewer evaluative terms $z = -1.6, p = .060$, and non-source-based terms $z = -1.6, p = .060$. Similarly, novices gave more evaluative descriptors $z = 2.8, p < .001$, and fewer source terms $z = -1.6, p = .060$, just as they did for wines.

Overall, then, experts gave more source-based, concrete descriptions for the smells and flavors of the stimuli for which they were expert. Novices, in contrast, appeared to rely more heavily on evaluative terms, especially to describe flavors.

**Consistency.** Do experts agree with one another more in how they describe wines and coffees? To test this, an expertise (wine experts, coffee experts, novices) by naming task (wine smell, wine flavor, coffee smell, coffee flavor) mixed ANOVA was conducted using Simpson’s Diversity Index calculated over first responses. There was a main effect of expertise, showing wine experts were more consistent than coffee experts or novices, $F(2, 12) = 17.69, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .75$, and a main effect of task, with the smell and taste of wine and taste of coffee described more consistently than the smell of coffee, $F(3, 36) = 3.27, p = .032, \eta_p^2 = .21$. More importantly, there was a significant interaction between expertise and naming task $F(6, 22) = 2.76, p = .037, \eta_p^2 = .43$. Planned comparisons showed wine experts had higher agreement with each
other when describing the smell of wine ($M = 0.09$, $SD = 0.05$) than novices ($M = 0.03$, $SD = 0.012$), $p = .037$, $d = 1.65$, but there was no significant difference between wine experts and coffee experts ($M = 0.04$, $SD = 0.02$), $p = .112$. However, when describing the flavor of wine, wine experts had higher agreement ($M = 0.09$, $SD = 0.03$) than novices ($M = 0.05$, $SD = 0.02$), $p = .011$, $d = 1.56$, and coffee experts ($M = 0.04$, $SD = 0.02$), $p = .007$, $d = 1.96$. In contrast, coffee experts did not agree more when describing the smell of coffee ($M = 0.04$, $SD = 0.02$) than novices ($M = 0.03$, $SD = 0.01$) or wine experts ($M = 0.03$, $SD = 0.02$), $p > .05$. In fact, they agreed less ($M = 0.03$, $SD = 0.005$) than the wine experts ($M = 0.09$, $SD = 0.02$) about the flavor of coffee, $p = .025$, $d = 4.11$. The results revealed no significant differences between coffee experts and novices, $p = .237$, nor between novices and wine experts, $p = .717$ for the flavor of coffee (see Fig 2). So while wine experts are more consistent in how they describe the smells and flavors of wines, coffee experts are not. This suggests expertise only has a limited role to play in linguistic codability.

The previous analysis only considered agreement on first responses. However, the analyses of description length earlier demonstrated the groups differed in the length of their descriptions. For example, wine experts described wines more elaborately than both other groups. When wine experts talk more, do they identify and name components that were identified by other experts? Or do the longer descriptions diverge more from one another? Taking all responses into account, there remained a main effect of naming task, $F(3, 36) = 12.47$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .51$, but not of expertise, $F(2, 12) = 1.75$, $p = .215$. There was an interaction between task and expertise, $F(6, 22) = 3.19$, $p = .020$, $\eta^2_p = .47$. Wine experts no longer showed more agreement on the smells of wines ($M = 0.02$, $SD = 0.001$) than coffee experts ($M = 0.018$, $SD = 0.012$), $p = .037$, $d = 1.65$, but there was no significant difference between wine experts and coffee experts ($M = 0.04$, $SD = 0.02$), $p = .112$. However, when describing the flavor of wine, wine experts had higher agreement ($M = 0.09$, $SD = 0.03$) than novices ($M = 0.05$, $SD = 0.02$), $p = .011$, $d = 1.56$, and coffee experts ($M = 0.04$, $SD = 0.02$), $p = .007$, $d = 1.96$. In contrast, coffee experts did not agree more when describing the smell of coffee ($M = 0.04$, $SD = 0.02$) than novices ($M = 0.03$, $SD = 0.01$) or wine experts ($M = 0.03$, $SD = 0.02$), $p > .05$. In fact, they agreed less ($M = 0.03$, $SD = 0.005$) than the wine experts ($M = 0.09$, $SD = 0.02$) about the flavor of coffee, $p = .025$, $d = 4.11$. The results revealed no significant differences.
\(SD = 0.004\), \(p = 0.822\) or novices \((M = 0.02, SD = 0.007), p > 0.05\), nor did they show more agreement for the flavors of wines \((M = 0.018, SD = 0.004), p > 0.05\), or novices \((M = 0.014, SD = 0.005), p > 0.05\). So, talking more does not seem to increase the likelihood of converging on descriptions of smell and flavor. However, when considering all responses coffee experts showed more agreement on the smell of coffee \((M = 0.02, SD = 0.003)\) than wine experts \((M = 0.01, SD = 0.003), p = 0.033, d = 3.33\), but not more than novices \((M = 0.012, SD = 0.004), p = 0.302\); nor did the novices differ from wine experts, \(p = 0.737\). But similar to the analysis for the first responses, coffee experts agreed significantly less on the taste of coffee \((M = 0.012, SD = 0.004)\) compared to novices \((M = 0.025, SD = 0.005), p < 0.001, d = 3.4\), and wine experts \((M = 0.025, SD = 0.004), p = 0.001, d = 4.11\.

Taken together, the results lend some support to the proposal that experts have higher codability for smells and flavors. But this agreement is rather limited in nature. Wine experts showed higher consistency when describing the smells of wines than novices, and when describing the flavor of wine and coffees than coffee experts. This suggests the wider linguistic and communicative experiences of wine experts may play a critical role for describing smells and flavors, since they perform even better than the coffee experts. However, this main effect is modulated by an interaction revealing domain-specific expertise. Wine experts agree with one another more about the smells and flavors of wines, but only when considering their first responses. When considering all responses, however, this agreement seems to disappear, possibly because each expert is isolating different components of the wine and coming to a unique linguistic profile for their experience. Coffee experts, on the other hand, only showed more
agreement on the smells of coffees when taking all responses into consideration. Neither group showed a general advantage over novices across domains. So, it seems there is only a modest role of expertise when communicating about the smells and flavors of wines and coffees.

It is surprising that coffee experts show significantly less consistency for describing coffee flavors, considering describing these flavors is their core business. To better understand why this might be, we visualized the descriptions using word clouds (Fig 3 and Fig 4). In a word cloud, the relative size of a word indicates its relative frequency, with the largest words being the most frequent. The word clouds were made using the R package wordcloud [62]. It is clear from Fig 3 that wine experts and novices primarily described the coffees as bitter ‘bitter’ or zuur ‘sour’. And as was demonstrated by the earlier analyses, novices described items as aan- genaam ‘pleasant’ or onaangenaam ‘unpleasant’. In contrast, coffee experts picked out specific flavors using source-based terms (such as chocolade ‘chocolate’, bessen ‘berries’, kruiden ‘herbs’). They also identified sour and bitter components, but intriguingly their most frequent taste descriptor for the same coffees was zoet ‘sweet’.

A comparison across the five coffees showed wine experts and novices barely distinguished between the different coffees in their descriptions, while the coffee experts identified distinct flavor profiles. For example, Coffee 4, a Brazilian Yellow Bourbon, was described by the coffee experts as ‘sweet’, ‘chocolate’, ‘balanced’, and as having ‘acidity’. This parallels the descriptors given by an independent coffee expert in a non-blind tasting: "known for its good balance between acidity, body and sweetness and for its excellent aftertaste.” [63]. Similarly, Coffee 5, a Costa Rican Villa Sarchí, was described as having ‘fruit’, ‘sweet’, and ‘acidity’, again paralleling a non-blind tasting: “Fruit acidity that’s very clean; fruit driven sweetness that’s intense.” [64].

Fig 3. Word clouds of the 20 most frequent terms for coffee flavors. Wine experts and novices agreed more in their descriptions and predominantly describing all coffees as bitter and sour. Coffee experts, on the other hand, gave distinct flavor profiles to each coffee.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0155845.g003
To see whether wine experts also distinguished between the different wines, the same analysis was repeated for the flavor of wine (Fig 4). Interestingly, wine experts described the flavor of all five wines fairly similarly, by using the source-based descriptor 'fruit'. They also commented on the presence or absence of 'tannin', noted 'sour', 'droog' 'dry', and used specific source-based descriptors, e.g. 'kers', 'cherry', 'braam' 'blackberry', and 'vanille' 'vanilla'.

**Summary.** Experts used different linguistic strategies to describe their domain of expertise. Wine experts had more to say about the smell and flavor of wine, and had higher consistency in their first descriptions. Coffee experts, on the other hand, only showed higher agreement on the smells of coffees when considering their full responses. Despite these differences, both expert groups relied more on source-based descriptions to describe the stimuli from their expert domain, while novices took a more evaluative stance.

Although coffee experts did not show higher levels of agreement in their descriptions of coffee tastes, their responses appear to be more distinctive for each type of coffee than wine experts’ or novices’. In fact, their descriptions provided when blind-tasting coffees overlapped considerably with expert coffee descriptions from a non-blind tasting. This suggests although coffee experts did not show higher agreement, they nevertheless were distinctive in their linguistic descriptions. A parallel analysis of the wine experts’ descriptions of wine showed the wine experts agreed on the same two main characteristics for all the wines, and that some coffee experts and novices recognized those too, albeit to a lesser extent.

**Do experts have an advantage in naming basic smells and tastes?**

To further test the domain-specificity of linguistic descriptions of smells and tastes, we tested experts and novices on simple everyday odors (e.g., cinnamon, lemon) and tastes (e.g., sweet, bitter, sour, dry, tart, pleasant). A word cloud of 20 most frequent descriptors for wine flavors is provided in Fig 4.

**Fig 4.** Word clouds of 20 most frequent descriptors for wine flavors. Wine experts agreed on two main qualities: 'fruit' and whether the wine contained 'tannin'. In addition, they identified further distinctive qualities in their descriptions. Novices commented on a number of taste qualities (e.g., 'sour', 'dry', 'tart', 'bitter'), and gave evaluative descriptions (e.g., 'pleasant').

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0155845.g004
sour), as well. We first consider whether there was a general expertise advantage for smells and then tastes.

**Odor naming task.** Length: Do experts give more concise descriptions for smell stimuli outside their domain of expertise? A one-way ANOVA comparing the different groups on the number of characters in the descriptions showed an effect of expertise $F_1(2, 62) = 2.61, p = .082, \eta^2 = .08, F_2(2, 27) = 12.71, p = .001, \eta^2 = .59$. Coffee experts gave the shortest descriptions ($M = 102, SD = 103$); significantly shorter than wine experts ($M = 146, SD = 125$) $p = .002, d = .38$, and novices ($M = 144, SD = 127$), $p = .012, d = .36$. Wine experts and novices did not differ from each other, however, $p > .5$.

Strategy: Odors were described differently depending on expertise, $\chi^2(4, N = 1698) = 22.90, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .08$. Wine experts used more non-source-based terms $z = 2.2, p = .015$, while coffee experts used them less frequently $z = -2.0, p = .025$. In contrast, coffee experts used more source-based terms, $z = 1.8, p = .036$. In addition, coffee experts also used fewer evaluative terms $z = -2.3, p = .010$, while novices used more, $z = 1.9, p = .029$.

Agreement: Comparing agreement using Simpson’s Diversity Index showed no significant effect for expertise in either first $F(2, 29) = .90, p = .417, \eta^2 = .06$ or all responses $F(2, 29) = 1.25, p = .302, \eta^2 = .09$.

Accuracy: We also compared the percentage of correct answers in the full descriptions. There was no difference between groups $F_1(2, 62) = .07, p = .936, \eta^2 = .01, F_2(2, 28) = .40, p = .677, \eta^2 = .04$ (see Fig 5).

**Taste naming task.** Length: There was a significant effect of expertise on length $F_1(2, 62) = 3.24, p = .046, \eta^2 = .10; F_2(2, 14) = 24.82, p = .002, \eta^2 = .78$. Wine experts ($M = 113, SD = 18$) and novices ($M = 112, SD = 31$) gave descriptions of the same length, $p = .964, d = .01$. However, coffee experts gave significantly shorter descriptions ($M = 67, SD = 19$) than novices, $p = .002, d = 2.51$, and wine experts, $p = .003, d = 1.76$.
Strategy: The groups differed in the linguistic strategy used to describe tastes, \( \chi^2(4, N = 1496) = 16.91, p = .002 \). Cramer’s \( V = .08 \). Coffee experts used significantly fewer evaluative terms \( z = -2.6, p = .005 \) than the wine experts or the novices. No other word type frequencies were statistically different from the expected model.

Agreement: There was no difference between groups in agreement in first responses, \( F(2, 23) = 1.49, p = .249, \eta^2 = .12 \). However, there was an effect of group when considering all descriptions \( F(2, 23) = 16.46, p < .001, \eta^2 = .61 \). Coffee experts agreed with one another more in how to describe basic tastes (\( M = 0.23, SD = 0.06 \)) than wine experts (\( M = 0.14, SD = 0.04 \)), \( p = .001, d = 1.77 \), and novices (\( M = 0.12, SD = 0.02 \)), \( p < .001, d = 2.46 \), while novices and wine experts did not differ from each other, \( p = .107 \).

Accuracy: There was no difference between the groups in the percentage of correctly identified tastes in full descriptions \( F_1(2, 62) = .54, p = .584, \eta^2 = .02 \), \( F_2(2, 14) = 3.01, p = .082, \eta^2 = .30 \) (see Fig 5).

Summary. Overall, when describing everyday smells and basic tastes, wine experts appeared to talk the most, and coffee experts the least. Novices tended to give more evaluative responses for both smells and tastes than experts. Agreement and accuracy did not differ between groups, apart from a slight advantage for naming basic tastes by coffee experts, when all responses were considered. This may have to do with the fact that coffee experts’ are trained to seek a coffee that is the perfect balance of bitter, sour, and sweet.

Discussion

The smell and flavor of wine and coffee seems to be described differently by wine and coffee experts in comparison to novices. Wine experts agreed more on the smell and flavor of wine, and this coincided with the use of more specific source-based terms compared to novices. Coffee experts used a similar strategy for the smell and flavor of coffee, and their descriptions were more succinct than those of novices. But this did not lead to higher agreement between the speakers for the smell and flavor of coffee. The results did not show a general influence of expertise on flavor naming. Differences in talk between wine and coffee experts, where apparent, only appear in their own domains of expertise. So, wine and coffee training only appears to play a limited role in how people talk about smells and flavors.

Wine speak

It was unclear from the prior studies whether wine experts really were better at describing the smells and flavors of wines than non-experts. Previous studies differed in the stimuli used to test the verbal abilities of wine experts, and in the criteria used to measure those descriptions. Some studies used simple odors [40,46], while other studies used wines [35,39,44]. Some studies examined the types of terms experts use [34,35,37,39], while others took more quantitative measures, such as agreement between speakers [46]. The present study combined these qualitative and quantitative approaches, to get a better understanding of what happens when flavor experts communicate about smells and flavors. We found wine experts talked more, and used more specific source-based terms to describe the smell and taste of wine, which converges with some previous findings [33–35]. In addition, and contrary to other findings (cf. [46]), wine experts reached higher agreement than novices when describing wines.

In contrast to previous studies [28–31], we found wine experts used very few metaphors. This could be because of the specific task we used. Tasting notes on websites and in magazines written by wine experts serve an entertainment, or literary function in addition to giving information about wine. Examination of these materials tends to show an enhanced reliance on metaphor. In this experiment, participants were asked to give descriptions as precisely as
possible, which did not encourage (nor discourage, particularly) metaphorical constructions. This context is comparable to how wine experts communicate during "tastings", or when they sell wines to consumers face-to-face. In this context, experts seem to rely on more concrete vocabulary.

One notable aspect in this study was the different linguistic behavior of wine and coffee experts. This difference between groups of experts is surprising given that a previous study [40] revealed no apparent differences in smell descriptions between flavor experts. In the present study, wine experts were verbose and agreed on the descriptions for wine; the coffee experts were overall more succinct. These differences in descriptions in the present study are unlikely to be caused by intrinsic properties of the stimuli, as the wines and coffees were sorted in comparable ways by novice participants in a control study. Both groups were also comparable in amount of expertise. Wine and coffee experts were both professionals, earning their living with their knowledge. These criteria were independently confirmed by the expertise questionnaires. Moreover, the odor awareness questionnaire showed both expert groups were equally aware of odors in daily life (and more so than the novices). So the differences between expert groups are unlikely to be due to these factors.

Instead we suggest wine experts differ from coffee experts because of the different language games surrounding these two industries. While "wine talk" is an attested genre, there is little comparable "coffee talk" (i.e., about coffee, rather than over coffee). As we suggested in the introduction, wine experts have more opportunities to read, listen, and talk about the smells and flavors of wines (e.g., in magazines, menus, tastings, etc.), than coffee experts do for coffees. This means the two expert groups are doing different things when communicating about smells and flavors in their daily life. As Silverstein [65] suggests, wine experts are arguably indexing how much they know about the wines, as much as they are describing the properties of the wine itself.

**Codability**

We had asked whether smells and flavors were linguistically expressed more easily by experts than novices. Linguistic expressibility is a complex notion that can be operationalized in various ways (cf. [13]). We focused on length of description, types of responses, agreement between speakers and accuracy, following the classic work of Brown and Lenneberg [21,51]. They [51] asked English speakers to name colors and found exactly those colors with concise descriptions also had short reaction times, and within- and across-speaker agreement. They then derived a single composite measure of linguistic "codability", combining these measures, and found color chips with high codability were also remembered better. This suggests differential linguistic coding can have wider impact on memory and perception, a proposal that has recently found further support in the domain of color, for example [66–69].

Our results did not show the same alignment of length and agreement found in these earlier studies. Wine experts had higher agreement yet gave longer descriptions, while coffee experts gave short descriptions but did not agree. So, perhaps this way of examining the linguistic behavior of experts needs to be reconsidered. It seems as if length is not a diagnostic measure in this study, since longer talk appears to index the speaker’s orientation, rather than indicate how difficult the entity was to describe. More importantly, earlier studies (which have found length to coincide with agreement) have asked speakers to name stimuli, rather than describe them. In sum this suggests agreement is likely the more informative measure in our study. On this measure we find a small advantage for experts when describing stimuli from their own domain of expertise.
Across the board, people tended to use source-based descriptions (e.g., berry, vanilla), but both expert groups tended to use more such descriptions in their domain of expertise. It appears that expert descriptions may be more informative. Compare a coffee expert's descriptions for coffee number five—e.g., "a fruity, acidic coffee with a fermented aroma and hints of caramel, honey and citrus"—with a novice's—e.g., "a sour and unpleasant coffee with some hints of berry", for example. In order to verify this, future studies could also examine whether people find it easier to understand expert descriptions than novices', by conducting a director-matcher task, where people have to match wines and coffees to descriptions (cf. [38]). Some previous work, indeed, suggests descriptions from experts are better matched to the original stimulus than those produced by novices [35,44,70]. Our current results indicate there may be differences depending on the expert and the domain. It would be interesting to examine whether wine and especially coffee expert descriptions are equally informative when given to other experts or novices.

Finally, prior research in other domains (e.g., color) shows a tight link between linguistic coding and memory, which raises the question whether expert memory might also be linguistically mediated. Some studies have found wine experts’ recognition memory to be superior to that of novices’ [37,39,46,71], although a link between experts’ language use and recognition memory has not been reliably demonstrated. This is a matter for future research.

Culture and sub-culture

For wine and coffee experts, smells and flavors play an important role in their daily routine, and experts can be seen as part of a sub-culture, with specific practices revolving around smell and flavor [25]. One explanation for the finding wine experts are better at describing the smells and flavors of wine is that wine experts often engage in talk about wine (cf. [26]), which trains them use language in a specific way. This suggests that to become better at describing smells and flavors, not only is it important to have abundant perceptual experience (cf. [52,72]), but also to train verbalizing these experiences.

Yet another possibility to explain the differences between wine and coffee experts lies in the way these experts appreciate wine and coffee, respectively. During a normal wine tasting or judgment session, wine experts first note the color, before the wine is smelled (cf. [25]). Smelling is sometimes composed of two parts, where the wine is first smelled when it rests still in the glass, and second when the glass is swirled to release additional aromas. Flavor appreciation comes after this, where among other things, experts pay attention to how sweet or dry a wine is, what mouthfeel it produces, and how long the aftertaste lingers.

Coffee experts approach coffee judgments during cupping in a slightly different manner. As with the wine experts, coffee experts first note the color of the ground coffee. But for the coffee experts, the smelling component of cupping is divided into three parts: first the dry, freshly ground coffee is smelled (the so-called "fragrance of the coffee"). Water is then poured on the coffee. The “crust” that has formed on top of the coffee is then “broken” by stirring it gently with a spoon. The aroma of the coffee is smelled at this stage too. Finally, after the coffee has steeped for a while, the aroma of the coffee is judged a final time. The three orthonasal parts are combined in a single aroma quality judgment. The coffee is then tasted from a spoon, to get as much air as possible with the coffee sample in the mouth. During this stage, coffee experts, similar to wine experts, pay attention to how sweet the coffee is, what (retronasal) flavors are in the sample, etc. [54]. In the present study, to make the tasks and subsequent data more comparable across the two domains, participants were only able to smell the coffee when it had already steeped for some time. It could be the case that coffee experts would achieve higher agreement were they to smell and describe during these other phases. Future studies specifically
investigating coffee expertise are required in order to test coffee experts’ abilities to describe the various aspects of orthonasal coffee olfaction.

Overall, however, the main expert advantage we found was when wine experts described stimuli from their own domain of expertise. In contrast, the Jahai are better in describing smells regardless the domain or category the smell comes from [21]. An indirect comparison of the present study to the study by Majid and Burenhult [21] appears to indicate Jahai speakers have higher codability for smells they have never encountered before than wine experts have for smells from sources encountered every day. Even after many years of experience, experts do not appear to show the linguistic prowess for smells the Jahai have. Why might this be so?

There are at least two possible explanations. First, there may be some genetic difference between Jahai speakers and Western speakers that enables the Jahai to talk about smells with relative ease. There are wide-spread differences between populations in olfactory genes [73,74], and different sensitivity for specific odorants [75]. In addition, populations differ in olfactory discrimination [76–78].

A second possibility has to do with the age of acquisition of smell and flavor vocabularies. Children with different cultural backgrounds are socialized in different ways with regard to the senses, and in some communities children are taught smell is an important part of the world (cf. [79]). In particular, Jahai speakers learn smell vocabulary as children as part of normal language acquisition, unlike wine and coffee experts. Training for experts does not begin until they are adults, long past any critical period for language acquisition. It could be the wine and coffee experts simply cannot overcome this maturational limitation.

Conclusion

In sum, it appears sensory experience and cultural preoccupation alone is not enough to overcome the boundaries of language. Wine and coffee experts have only a small advantage over novices when describing smells and flavors, limited to their domain of expertise. We suggest more emphasis needs to be given to the verbal practices around smells and flavors, in addition to aspects surrounding expert perceptual training. After all, in order to decide what wine or coffee to buy, or to choose a food and drink pairing, or simply to convey our aesthetic appreciation, we use language. Our perceptual experiences are shared through our common tongue.

To conclude, perceptual experience alone is not enough to overcome the boundaries of language; verbal training is also essential in order to effectively communicate about smells and flavors.
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